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Tiki extremely ressource intensive

Status
Closed

Subject
Tiki extremely ressource intensive

Version
18.x

Category
Release Blocker
Bug
Upgrade Blocker

Feature
File Gallery (elFinder or standard UI)

Resolution status
Not enough information

Submitted by
hman

Lastmod by
hman

Rating
(0)

Description
I experience that my site's file galleries get slower and slower. Currently, there are just about 200
Mbyte of mostly images in there, in just about two dozen folders. Although my rented web space will
of course not boast performance wonders, but it should't be THAT slow. When I clear caches, just
calling file galleries takes up to three minutes. If cache has not been cleared, galleries come up
instantly.

I have stopped using tiki-check.php even before that, because it regularly breaks my ISPs five
minute quota...

I store the images in the DB, but I don't think this really makes the issue. The DB still has almost a
terabyte of available storage. And a DB's speed shouldn't depend on amount of storage taken, but on
complexity of SQL requests.

I believe that most of the current slowness came when I uploaded some graphics for my co-admins
that are not large in size, but large in dimensions (300 kbyte, but 14,000 x 10,000 pixels) (logo
master file in PNG). For them, thumbnail creation fails. Could it be that Tiki tries to generate those
thumbnails all the time, and fails?

Thanks
hman

Importance
10 high

Easy to solve?

https://dev.tiki.org/item7710-Tiki-extremely-ressource-intensive
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1 difficult

Priority
10

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
This bug has been demonstrated on show2.tiki.org
SVN update

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
Please demonstrate your bug on show.tikiwiki.org
Version:  Create show.tikiwiki.org instance18.x ▼

Ticket ID
7710

Created
Thursday 25 March, 2021 17:46:33 GMT-0000
by hman

LastModif
Tuesday 02 May, 2023 02:56:23 GMT-0000

Comments

hman 25 Mar 21 18:13 GMT-0000

tiki-check.php could do something even worse. Because of the above mentioned I have renamed it to
tiki-check2.php (in order to prevent my co-admins to execute it by accident). I have now called tiki-
check2.php, and it resulted in my entire website going offline for a quarter of an hour. My guess is that
tiki-check.php brings down PHP... I would strongly advise that whatever tiki-check.php does should be
behind a "are you sure" dialog with a clear warning, or better, with a pref of it's own, so I can block
others from calling it by accident without renaming it.

Jonny Bradley 26 Mar 21 10:45 GMT-0000

No sure what's up there for you, tiki-check.php on a Tiki 18.x on Debian loads in under 2 seconds for
me, hmm, i didn't have fgal_enable_auto_indexing enabled, but when i did it landed just as fast.

Maybe your database has a problem generally? I don't use the database for file storage as that used to
cause issues in the olden days, so can't really test that for you. Maybe start a new separate bug report
on just that?

hman 26 Mar 21 11:54 GMT-0000

Did you do your check on a local installation? I mean, local PHP, local MySQL etc? Or on rented
space?

My installation is on rented space on Germany's second largest ISP, 1&1 (now they call themselves

https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
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Ionos). It is not a dedicated server (too expensive), so I am pretty sure it's a virtual machine,
possibly a docker instance. The MySQL DB runs separately, so PHP and MySQL talk to each other
over IP.

The self-check of the DB shows no errors. The DB is about 200 MBytes. Everything besides tiki-
check and accessing the file galleries after cache clear runs fine.

hman 26 Mar 21 12:00 GMT-0000

fgal_enable_auto_indexing is not enabled. And it seems that hiding the large dimensions files did
not speed things up. With cleared cache, simply calling tiki-list_file_gallery.php for the first time
took 174.96 seconds, using 35.85MB and 125 queries.

hman 26 Mar 21 12:18 GMT-0000

Yikes. Just ran into Allowed memory size of 134217728 bytes exhausted (tried to allocate 72
bytes) in MYDIRECTORY/tiki-18.8/installer/installlib.php on line 347.

I can increase memory a bit, BUT: Why on earth is installer/installlib.php called when I want to
access the file gallery?? And why does it use more than 128 MByte and does not report that??

hman>hman 26 Mar 21 12:27 GMT-0000

Replied to
Yikes....

Temporarily renaming it shows that it seems to be needed:

Fatal error: require_once(): Failed opening required 'installer/installlib.php'
(include_path='MYHOME/vendor_bundled/vendor/pear/text_wiki_mediawiki:MYHOME/vendo
r_bundled/vendor/pear/xml_rpc:MYHOME/vendor_bundled/vendor/pear/pear:MYHOME/vend
or_bundled/vendor/pear/xml_util:MYHOME/vendor_bundled/vendor/pear/structures_graph:M
YHOME/vendor_bundled/vendor/pear/console_getopt:MYHOME/vendor_bundled/vendor/pear
/archive_tar:MYHOME/vendor_bundled/vendor/pear/pear_exception:MYHOME/vendor_bundl
ed/vendor/pear/net_socket:MYHOME/vendor_bundled/vendor/pear/xml_parser:.:/usr/lib/php5.
6:MYHOME') in MYHOME/db/tiki-db.php on line 159

hman>hman 26 Mar 21 12:57 GMT-0000

Replied to
Yikes.... Temporarily gave it 256 MBytes. Now it took 149 seconds to show the 11 top level
folders, and allegedly only 35 Mbytes got used.
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hman>hman 26 Mar 21 18:29 GMT-0000

Replied to
Yikes....

Wow. After increasing memory to 256 it ran out of memory again. This evidences a memory
leak!

"Fatal error: Allowed memory size of 268435456 bytes exhausted (tried to allocate 1024
bytes) in MYHOME/installer/installlib.php on line 347".

Why does it call installllib.php and why does it burn an additional 128 Mbytes??

The current memory limit of 256 MByte is so huge, actually the entirety of the database
could be load into RAM, Tiki, wiki pages, images and all, even uncompressed... There is no
reasonable explanation what a quarter of a gigabyte could be used for.

Normally my Tiki uses in the vicinity of 30-35 Mbytes. And even when calling file gallery it
doesn't indicate higher usage...

hman>hman 26 Mar 21 21:37 GMT-0000

Replied to
Wow....

This is what is done in line 347 of installlib.php, this is the function that cause the memory
limit to be breached:

The particular code is

&#xf0ea

/** * @throws Exception In case of filesystem access issue */ function buildPatchList() {
$patches = []; foreach (['sql', 'yml', 'php' /* "php" for standalone PHP scripts */] as
$extension) { $files = glob(dirname(__FILE__) . '/schema/*_*.' . $extension); // glob() does
not portably support brace expansion, hence the loop if ($files === false) { throw new
Exception('Failed to scan patches'); } foreach ($files as $file) { $filename =
basename($file); $patches[] = substr($filename, 0, -4); } } $patches =
array_unique($patches); $installed = []; if ($this->tableExists('tiki_schema')) { $installed
= $this->table('tiki_schema')->fetchColumn('patch_name', []); } if (empty($installed)) { //
Erase initial error $this->queries['failed'] = []; } Patch::$list = []; sort($patches); foreach
($patches as $patchName) { if (in_array($patchName, $installed)) { $status =
Patch::ALREADY_APPLIED; } else { $status = Patch::NOT_APPLIED; } $patch = new
Patch($patchName, $status); $patch->optional = substr($patchName, 0, 8) == 'optional';
// Ignore patches starting with "optional". These patches have drawbacks and should be
manually run by informed administrators. Patch::$list[$patchName] = $patch; } }

&#xf0ea
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but the memory leak may be elsewhere, and this is just the last drop that makes the barrel
run over.
But a substr() can be memory intensive, depending on the size of $filename...

hman>hman 27 Mar 21 09:07 GMT-0000

Replied to
This is...

This massive memory usage now explains why Tiki gets slower: I have increased memory
limit from 128 to 256 MBytes and changed nothing in my Tiki, and memory overflowed. This
proves that the entire 128 Mbytes get eaten up and later freed (because when my Tiki
doesn't run out of memory it reports just 35 MBytes).

The slowness can thus be pinpointed to memory thrashing (i.e. processes force each other
out of 1st, 2nd, 3rd level processor and possibly file system cache).

This also proves that the "memory usage" reported by Tiki is bogus. For deeper analysis we
need someone who runs his/her Tiki locally. I have rented space, and no console access, so I
can use no operating system tools to look into memory consumption differentiated by time.

hman 25 Mar 21 18:45 GMT-0000

In order to find out if thumbnail generation is the culprit, I have zipped those files that were large in
dimensions, and the Safari pinned tab image (see the other bug report on the thumbnailer crashing on
that little 4 kbyte file).

hman 25 Mar 21 18:50 GMT-0000

For reasons unknown I cannot link this bug report to "Tumbnail creation crashes with Safari pinned
tabs image", the search function doesn't find that one. Even when I only search for "Thumbnail". But
the other bug report clearly exists (7709).

Jonny Bradley 26 Mar 21 10:39 GMT-0000

Maybe you searched for Thumbnail? The title of that one is Tumbnail (which it finds fine, but i'm
not sure it's related really)

$patches[] = substr($filename, 0, -4);

https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
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hman 26 Mar 21 11:39 GMT-0000

Thanks. Didn't realize that. I'll change that bugs name...

luciash d' being � 26 Mar 21 12:26 GMT-0000

Yes, with lots of files stored in DB it really slows down. You should switch to the filesystem storage for
File Galleries if you are using many files or images.

hman 26 Mar 21 12:31 GMT-0000

I wouldn't call a couple of dozen images "lots"... And when file galleries gets called, none of them are
on display! Just the top level folders... Just checked. It's 11 top level folders, and the one with the
most images does contain more than I thought, but 250 image still isn't what I would call "a lot".

Jonny Bradley 27 Mar 21 11:24 GMT-0000

I see you have now set this to be a release blocker for 18.x (although we have already released various
versions of 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22 since 18.0 without issue so it's a bit late to block them)

Please recreate this on show and i will look at it. I'm afraid i think your server is broken in some way as
we have no other reports of issues like this.

hman 27 Mar 21 17:37 GMT-0000

How can a server be broken "in some way" as to massively eat up memory? Also, the slowing down of
file gallery has been seen by others, look at this discusssion. But possibly it has been interpreted
wrong.

How much memory is granted to a show instance?

hman 27 Mar 21 17:42 GMT-0000

Needs to be kicked...

Btw. d.t.o also sees big performance issues. In the last days, several times entering anything

https://dev.tiki.org/user199
https://dev.tiki.org/user199
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
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(comment or attachment alike) resulted in performance warnings and at one point it completely
went down for an hour or so.

Jonny Bradley 30 Mar 21 11:23 GMT-0000

Agreed, lack of volunteers means things like this take a long time to fix sadly.

hman 12 Apr 21 18:19 GMT-0000

Set the limit to half a gigabyte, 1.5 times the total size of the database (and that is compared to
uncompressed, ASCII backup size, where BLOBs are many times larger than they are in binary. And still
the memory limit gets blown:
Fatal error: Allowed memory size of 536870912 bytes exhausted (tried to allocate 72 bytes) in
MYHOME/tiki-18.8/installer/installlib.php on line 347. Same offending code as above!

And I still wonder why /installer/installlib.php gets called (this time it wasn't even file galleries I opened,
it was view_articles... IMHO some sort of memory leak is obvious. No matter how much RAM you throw
at it, it will eat it up. All of it.

hman 13 Apr 21 08:50 GMT-0000

Saw this again. I'll change the topic of this bug report, as the memory issue doesn't seem to be
restricted to file galleries. Possibly it doesn't even have anything to do with file galleries at all. IMHO
we would need someone with a local LAMP machine willing and able to do debugging and use some
memory analysis tools. Since Tiki, when it doesn't shatter the memory limit, reports just modest
memory usage of around 30-40 MBytes, these memory masses seemingly get free'ed before PHP
reports memory usage...

hman 13 Apr 21 09:04 GMT-0000

A first step might be to either switch the usage of memory_get_usage() to
memory_get_peak_usage() for the memory usage display in module loadstats, or to add a second
report for that.

hman 13 Apr 21 10:11 GMT-0000

Hm, I see that in /lib/smarty_tiki/function.memusage.php there is already a branch based on PHP
version to either use memory_get_usage() or memory_get_peak_usage(), so theoretically the
latter should already be in force. Which makes this even more miraculous. Maybe it's better to

https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
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have an 'look from outside' at the entire PHP from the OS's view on the process (which would
require a real LAMP machine, not rented space as I have).

Jonny Bradley 01 Jun 21 12:56 GMT-0000

Hi hman
Just a thought... recently i fixed (in tiki 22.x in ef6ca66f ) an issue that was making the file galleries on
doc.t.o and dev.t.o unusably slow and it turned out to be the authentication tokens had built up to
having about 2 million rows (in table tiki_auth_tokens) meaning the mechanism to clear out old used
ones was failing... and it appears, listing files in galleries or the Since Your Last Visit module checks this
table, tries to load all 2 million rows and fails for each file, taking a few seconds for each one.

So if you can check that table in your database and let me know if that's the problem i'll backport the fix
to 21.x and 18.x and meanwhile let you have the temporary workaround to clean it out (you could just
truncate that table, once you've backed it up of course ;)

HTH

Jonny Bradley 01 Jun 21 12:57 GMT-0000

p.s. these tokens get generated when page printing or PDF generation is used mostly.

hman 01 Jun 21 16:00 GMT-0000

I'll look into my phpMyAdmin, thanks. Update:
SELECT * FROM `tiki_auth_tokens` yields NULL... I believe I have never used the PDF function. I
enabled it, but so far never tested it...

hman 01 Jun 21 20:34 GMT-0000

There must be something else that makes Tiki shatter all memory limits... If one had a Tiki
running on a local LAMP machine and not on rented space, we could have a look at memory
consumption differentiated over time. Or we could run an extensive SQL log to find out what on
earth is getting selected so that PHP burns twice the size of the entire uncompressed DB size in
RAM... I am still quite certain that at the bottom of the issue there is a memory leak of one form
or the other. It's the only explanation for memory consumption that goes WAY beyond the
uncompressed total size of the DB, twofold. Meaning, even loading the entire DB into RAM
without compression or deduplication would use less...

https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
https://gitlab.com/tikiwiki/tiki/-/commit/ef6ca66f
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
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Marc Laporte 30 Apr 23 17:22 GMT-0000

@hman Please try a test install of Tiki24 with your data, on same server, to see if it helps.

Thanks!

hman 30 Apr 23 22:24 GMT-0000

Two years after I filed this bug for Tiki 18, you are asking me to retest on Tiki 24? You are still on this
breakneck speed trip? I am still struggling with the aftershocks of the last layout changes introduced.
My window of opportunity (lots of spare time) has closed, and within the time constraints of an IT
quality manager I feel little impulse to spend the time left with uploading hundreds of thousands of files
to my rented space trying to port my productive sites to an installation that would skip 6 versions, 2
LTS, creating unknown update and/or layout issues on the way needing to be fixed. And that's just for
one bug (out of hundreds that I filed). Most of those never saw any work to it.

I am afraid Tikis TCO grows too high for me, maintenance (just keeping what I already got) is time-
consuming in a rather extreme fashion.

Marc Laporte 02 May 23 03:12 GMT-0000

Tiki is progressing better and faster than it ever has:
https://tiki.org/article497-Biggest-Tiki-Release-Ever-Tiki-25
And PHP itself is getting better with each version.

You are often blaming Tiki. Have you ever considered that maybe the problem is how you work?

We tried to help you. We paid developers to try to work things out in private, but it didn't work out.
You work in your own ways, you ignore advice from professionals and then you complain. This is a
pattern. Like others in the Tiki community before me, I have come to the conclusion that it's
impossible to make progress with you. If there is someone else in your organization that wants to try
collaborating, I am more than happy to work with them to address issues.

So I am closing this ticket because it's unactionable. Developers need to see an error message or
something.

hman 09 Sep 23 17:06 GMT-0000

"Tiki is progressing better and faster than it ever has:
https://tiki.org/article497-Biggest-Tiki-Release-Ever-Tiki-25
And PHP itself is getting better with each version.

You are often blaming Tiki. Have you ever considered that maybe the problem is how you work? "

Are you serious? Surely this must be a joke. Blaming the user? Bashing your own customers (and

https://dev.tiki.org/user11197
https://dev.tiki.org/user11197
https://doc.tiki.org/Tiki24
https://dev.tiki.org/user11197
https://dev.tiki.org/user11197
https://tiki.org/article497-Biggest-Tiki-Release-Ever-Tiki-25
https://tiki.org/article497-Biggest-Tiki-Release-Ever-Tiki-25
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you should think of Tiki users as customers) has never been a successful move for any business... If
a user cannot deal with the neck breaking speed of "innovation", than it's the user's fault in your
view?

Tiki is "evolving" faster than your developers can keep up with incoming bug reports. From a user's
perspective, the majority of bugs never gets solved, and remains in the next versions...

Advice from you often reads like "Please try a test install of Tiki24 with your data, on same server,
to see if it helps.". While for many issues this is indeed a sound advice. But please bear in mind that

a) I have done so numerously in the past, despite the fact that it is a huge undertaking for someone
running Tiki on rented space (upload tens of thousands of files through 18 Mbit/s DSL lines, run
setup scripts etc. pp). In total, one single such request consumes 1-2 full days, meaning 3-4
evenings.
b) You have witnessed several isssues I had (which I reported) with newer Tiki versions breaking
my layout or Wiki structure. It's just not as easy as "please to a quick test with this version". It often
consumes additional time to make my Tikis actually run on the newer version!
c) I am more than willing to run my Tikis on current code levels. Alas, you produce new versions
faster than I can install them (take 1 and 2 into account).

In my professional part of life, with an IT staff of more than 200 in my company, we delayed
upgrading from MS Office 2013 to 2021 to this spring...! Not because we are old-fashioned or do
not like updates, we want to invest man hours where they are better spent, on our own SW
development. You see, even the (compared to Tiki) MUCH slower update rate of Microsoft is
something that can be considered "too fast".

Upgrading to a new office version is an investment of several hundred man hours... It must run
smoothly, because almost 8.000 people will have to work with it.

I am an IT professional, after studying Computer Sciences at university, I have worked in the
industry for 30 years. I am the IT Quality Manager in a large IT business in Germany. I am also
ISTQB certified software tester. I don't think there is something wrong with how I work.

I see professional software development from the inside, on MUCH larger scales than Tiki.
Nowhere do I see that major versions are advanced when critical bugs remain open. And Tiki has
nothing less that a legion of unfinished bug reports, many of them critical.

Tikis bug solution quota is below anything I have seen, you cannot deny that. With that, you leave
your users standing in the rain.

I run two Tikis. Not for profit. Which means that I have only my off hours to work on them. The
amount of available man hours is limited by a) what my employer leaves available from each week
and b) what my other interests and/or hobbies consume. From what is left over for my volunteer
human rights activity the amount is deducted for HR project work. Only what now remains is
available to run the Tiki of the HR group I volunteer for. Some dozen hours. Per year.

That is insufficient to run Tiki. Running Tiki is VERY time consuming. It is cumbersome to install
and maintain, it is cumbersome to constantly work around bugs that seemingly never get fixed and
it's time consuming when Tiki produces secondary errors by upping the demands on the server
system.

Telling me "our biggest release ever in terms of new features and technical upgrades" is quite the
contrary of what I think Tiki needs.

Tiki MUST get leaner, faster, easier to install and maintain! That is my opinion. If Tiki doesn't,
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market share will even drop below the 1 per mille mark. If an IT professional like I am finds
himself/herself unable to run Tiki on a budget of a couple of dozen hours per year, how can you
expect laymen/laywomen to run such a complex software successfully?

"We tried to help you. We paid developers to try to work things out in private, but it didn't work
out."

Ahem, if your developers never answer e-mails, is that MY fault? You know why this really failed, I
had you on CC: for many e-mail exchanges.

"You work in your own ways, you ignore advice from professionals and then you complain."

I am a professional myself. I always take advice into consideration. As long as it is not in the line of
"You're doing it wrong".

I do not claim to be in the possession of ultimate truth, and yes, I DO make mistakes. But when
someone criticizes me, which everyone has the right to do, I do expect constructive criticism.

One of my roles in my professional part of life is ITIL Problem Manager. As such, it is my duty to
analyze why things sometimes fail, sometimes repeatedly fail, and how the organization can get out
of this, and hopefully never make the same mistakes again (lessons learned). I also analyze
processes and help to optimize them. Blaming any person is one big no-no. I never do it, it's
unprofessional, it's counter-productive. You also shouldn't do that, take that as an advice.

"This is a pattern. Like others in the Tiki community before me, I have come to the conclusion that
it's impossible to make progress with you."

Two years after I opened this bug report, you complain to me it would not be possible to make
progress with me? Between June 2021 and March 2023 there was nothing happening.

"If there is someone else in your organization that wants to try collaborating, I am more than happy
to work with them to address issues."

Believe me, in my organisation there is no one with my knowledge and no one with my time budget.
As in almost all volunteer organisations world-wide, most volunteers have no technical background
and MUCH less available time to deal with IT problems, and due to lack of skills, those volunteers
need more time to address issues in the first place!

"Developers need to see an error message or something."

Please, READ this bug report. I gave PLENTY of them. For some I never got feedback.

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item
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The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item7710-Tiki-extremely-ressource-intensive
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